All biohazardous and chemical waste will be picked up by Environmental Health and Safety. Submit disposal requests at ehs.osu.edu/service-requests

*Limit weight of each box to 30lbs or less.

---

**Laboratory Glass**

- **BROKEN AND INTACT CHEMICALLY CONTAMINATED GLASS**
  - Label as chemically contaminated lab glass.

- **BROKEN & INTACT BIOHAZARDOUS GLASS**
  - Place biohazardous glass in primary container prior to placing in bio-box.

- **GLASS SLIDES**
  - Biologically contaminated:
    - Seal and label with building name, room number, PI, and Infectious Waste Request number.
  - Chemically or non-contaminated:
    - Seal and label with building name, room number, PI, and Infectious Waste Request number.

- **NON-CONTAMINATED, CLEAN BROKEN GLASS AND CLEAN HEAT RESISTANT GLASS**
  - Heat resistant glass examples:
    - Pyrex and Kimmax
  - Seal and label as non-contaminated or clean broken glass. Picked up by custodians.

---

Optional Intact glassware only:
- Triple rinsed – Collect rinsate
- Labels defaced
- Caps removed
- Recycling picked up by custodians

Heat resistant glassware cannot be recycled.

---

Be safe today and remain a Buckeye tomorrow.